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1CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
Gas hydrates are ice-like solids consisting of polyhedral water cages surrounding gas molecules.
They are formed at low temperatures and high pressures, which are also the conditions found
in deep oceans. When gas and oil pipelines are constructed on ocean oors, gas hydrates can
form when undesired water enters the pipeline. Once the hydrates agglomerate, the resulting
plugs block the gas ow, leading to pipeline rupture and serious accidents that are economi-
cally and ecologically expensive. The gas and oil industries have long been concerned about
this problem.
One approach to suppressing the problem of hydrate buildup is through the use of ther-
modynamic inhibitors, which shift the formation conditions of hydrates to temperatures and
pressures where hydrate is not stable. However, this method requires a large amount of the
inhibitors so that their use incurs high costs and carries a signicant environmental risk. An-
other way to prevent the formation of hydrate plugs is to add low dosage hydrate inhibitors
(LDHIs) which are eective at concentrations as low as 1 wt% of water. LDHIs are usually
water soluble polymers and act by delaying hydrate formation or preventing agglomeration of
hydrate crystals. As to the exact action mechanism by which LDHIs work, little is known,
which limits the improvement and application of this type of inhibitor. The drive to develop
more active and robust inhibitors for the oil industry has inspired a wide range of research in
this eld. Computational modeling has been shown to be a valuable tool to study the initial
growth of hydrates as well as the eect of inhibitors on the growth of hyrates, understand the
inhibition mechanism at a molecular level, and help to develop new inhibitors.
Among the various types of LDHIs, a class of hyperbranched poly(ester amide)s (tradename
Hybrane) has been shown particularly eective at controlling the formation and growth of gas
2hydrates. This kind of inhibitor is biodegradable, nontoxic to the sea organisms, and easy
to separate from the oil in the pipelines. These advantages make them good candidates as
inhibitors for assuring good ow in pipelines. The goal of this thesis is to provide a molecular-
based insight on the inhibition behavior of Hybrane molecules on the growth of methane
hydrates.
The growth of methane hydrates is studied using molecular dynamics simulations. It is
rather dicult for the nonpolar gas molecules and the polar water molecules to form a stable
crystal, owing to the poor mixing of methane and water molecules. Our model system contained
a slab of methane hydrate crystallite and a uid methane/water mixture. The crystallization
process involves the self-ordering of water and methane molecules at the interface of hydrate
and uid. The results show that hydrate crystallites have successful growth at both interfaces.
Hybranes with two dierent molecular weights are inserted into the system to examine the
eect of inhibitor size on the growth of methane hydrate. The molecule with higher molecular
weight shows the inhibition eect, while one with lower molecular weight does not control the
growth of hydrate. The molecular weight has not previously been considered when studying
hydrate inhibitors using molecular modeling. Thus, this work opens a new insight into the
eects of inhibitors.
The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides a brief overview
of gas hydrates and hydrate inhibitors, and Chapter 3 introduces molecular dynamics as a
simulation method. Chapter 4 contains a detailed account of the simulations conducted on
Hybrane LDHIs. This chapter is based on a manuscript in preparation for submission to The
Journal of Physical Chemistry. The nal chapter outlines possible plans for future work.
3CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Gas Hydrates
2.1.1 Overview of gas hydrates
Gas hydrates, also known as clathrate hydrates, are formed when small gas molecules are
trapped inside polyhedral cages of hydrogen-bonded water molecules at high pressures (3-10
MPa) and low temperatures (275 K - 285 K)[2]. Gas hydrates were discovered by Sir Humphrey
Davy[4] in 1811, who observed that an aqueous solution of chlorine formed a crystalline solid
when cooled. Most natural gases such as methane, carbon dioxide, hydrogen sulde and
propane, will form hydrates at suitable temperatures and pressures.
Among the gas hydrates, methane hydrates are abundant in nature. They are found in vast
amount below the sea oor at the continental margins, providing a potential fuel resource[5,
6]. Because the gas is held in a crystal structure, one volume of a densely-packed methane
hydrate can release 160 volumes of gas. It is estimated that 20,000 trillion cubic meters of gas
are contained in the gas deposits world-wide[2]. Thus, gas hydrates are considered a strong
candidate as future energy resource as new gas production technologies to extract methane
from hydrate deposits are developed. However, dissociation of methane hydrates in ocean
sediments, leading to emission of methane gas, may have an adverse impact on the global
warming and climate change[7]. The dissociation of gas hydrates could also decrease the shear
strength in continental sediments, making the sediments unstable[8].
Beyond the environmental impact of gas hydrates, there have also been serious concerns
from the gas and oil industries. In 1934, Hammerschmidt[9] rst recognized that natural gas
hydrates rather than ice were a major potential cause of pipeline occlusion. Oil and gas wells
4always produce undesired water along with hydrocarbons. As the working areas of the gas and
oil production are usually in the deep ocean, the conditions there are favorable for the water
and gas to form hydrates, leading to blockages clogging the gas ow in pipelines. An example
of a gas hydrate plug is shown in Figure 2.1[1]. Considering the safety risks and economic loss
caused by hydrate blockages, many methods have been employed to prevent their formation.
Typical methods are heating the system to temperature above the hydrate formation at the
system pressure, drying the gas, and adding inhibitors[2]. Accordingly, investigations to un-
derstand hydrate nucleation and growth and to develop ways to control the hydrate formation
are ongoing.
Figure 2.1 A gas-hydrate plug taken from an oshore production line[1]
2.1.2 Structural properties
The gas and water molecules of hydrates are usually termed guest and host molecules,
respectively. There is no chemical bond between the guest and host molecules. The guest
molecules stabilize the water cages by van der Waals interaction[10]. Without the trapped
gas molecules, the hydrate cages would not be stable and would break into a conventional ice
crystal structure or liquid water.
The hydrate cavities and crystal cells are shown in Figure 2.2[2]. Water cages are sketched
5by the hydrogen bonds formed between two oxygen atoms of water molecules. The notationXn
describes a cage comprised of n faces, each of which is an X-membered ring, e.g., 512 represents
the cage with 12 pentagonal faces. Three hydrate crystal structures are identied as sI[11],
sII[12], and sH[13], which are combination of water cages of dierent types. Each structure
type is characterized by the number and type of each cage present, which determine the ideal
stoichiometry of the hydrate structure formed, summarized in Table 2.1. For example, the
unit cell of sI hydrate is formed from two small cages (512) and six large cages (51262). The
cell contains 46 water molecules and holds at most 8 gas molecules.
Figure 2.2 Polyhedral water cavities comprising sI, sII, and sH hydrates[2]
Depending on the size of guest molecules, dierent hydrate structures are formed. Molecules
between the size of argon (3.8 A) and cyclobutanone (6.5 A) can form sI and sII hydrates,
and molecules of size between 7.1 A and 9.0 A can occupy sH hydrates provided that a helper
gas molecule such as methane is included[14, 15]. Typical examples of gas molecules forming
6Table 2.1 Structure and cage types of the common clathrate hydrate structures[2]
Property sI sII sH
Lattice type Primitive cubic Face centered cubic Hexagonal
Space group Pm3n Fd3m P6/mmm
Unit cell parameters (nm) a = 1.20 a = 1.70 A = 1.21, c = 1.01
Average cavity radius (nm)[no. cavities 0.395[2(512)](S) 0.391[16(512)](S) 0.391[3(512)](S)
per unit cell(type)] 0.433[6(51262)](L) 0.473[8(51264)](L) 0.406[2(435663)](S)
0.571[1(51268)](L)
Number of water molecules per unit cell 46 136 34
General unit cell formula X  5.75H2O X  17H2O (5X,Y)  34H2O
L = large cage, S = small cage X,Y = guest molecules
sI structure are methane, ethane, carbon dioxide and cyclopropane. Gases such as propane,
argon, nitrogen, oxygen, cyclopropane form sII hydrate. A larger guest molecule, such as
methylcyclohexane or cycloheptane in the presence of methane, form sH hydrate.
Gas hydrates are nonstoichiometric crystals. The number of water molecules per guest
molecules depends on the formation conditions such as pressure, temperature, and the size
ration of guest/cavity. Typically, a water cage in all three hydrate structures can be occupied
by at most one guest molecule under normal pressure conditions. There are a few instances
that a cavity contains more than one guest molecule [16, 17]. Generally not all the cavities in
the gas hydrate structure needed to be occupied. For example, methane hydrates have about
80 - 90% occupancy of small cages and 95 - 99% occupancy of large cages[14].
2.1.3 Theoretical work of hydrate formation
Hydrates are important industrially and of considerable current interest[18]. There are
increasing number of studies on the mechanisms of nucleation, growth and inhibition of gas
hydrates. Owing to the experimental diculty of studying nucleation, molecular simulations
are increasingly useful and have contributed to our knowledge about the fundamental under-
standing of hydrate nucleation and growth.
Baez and Clancy[19] had an early successful attempt to simulate hydrate crystal growth by
molecular dynamics simulation. They implanted a spherical hydrate crystal seed in the uid
media, which was obtained by heating a fully occupied hydrate. Gas molecules then migrate
from the liquid to the hydrate lattice positions on the surface of the seed, and water molecules
7form new pentagons as partial cages. A slow growth of hydrate was reported.
Ota and Qi[20] carried out MD simulations on the homogeneous nucleation process of
methane hydrates. A mixture of methane and water molecules were randomly placed in a
cubic cell. A regular hydrogen-bonded network was eventually formed. They proposed that
the nucleation was a three-stage process: the guest molecules undergo a dispersion process
in the water phase; water molecules encircle the methane molecules separately to form the
primary cages; and nally the hydrate cavities were formed.
Moon et al.[21] reported multi-nanosecond MD simulations of a methane/water mixture. A
water lm that was undersaturated in methane was embedded in a methane gas conguration.
They found that hydrates formed near the water/methane interface where a concentration
gradient of methane existed, and that a two-dimensional hydrogen bonded surface was formed
initially rather than clathrate-like cages.
Vantamanu and Kusalik[22] studied the heterogeneous crystal growth of hydrate at the
interface of a two-phase system of a hydrate crystal and a water/methane solution. The liquid
solution was obtained by melting hydrate that was partially occupied to lower the methane
concentration in the liquid, which was an eective way to avoid phase separation between water
and gas in the liquid solution. Their results showed that the interface had a strong anity for
methane molecules, and water molecules had a strong tendency to organize into cages around
methane at the growing interface.
2.2 Hydrate Inhibitors
Gas hydrates are solids with physical properties similar to ice. When gas hydrates form
inside the gas and oil pipelines located in deep oceans, ow through the pipe can be blocked
by hydrate plugs, leading to economic loss and ecological risks. To avoid the formation of
hydrates and prevent the hydrate plug, chemical inhibitors are added to the pipelines.
82.2.1 Thermodynamic inhibitors
The rst approach to suppressing hydrate formation was to use thermodynamic inhibitors
such as methanol and glycol. These inhibitors do not aect the nucleation and growth of
hydrate crystals. They only shift the hydrate formation conditions to lower temperatures or
higher pressures in a manner analogous to the freezing point depression of ice. The amount of
inhibitor required is as much as 50 vol% of the water in the pipe. The large amounts of the
inhibitor required to suppress the hydrate formation is expensive for storage and is dicult
to handle because of its ammability and toxicity. Annually, industries spend $500 million to
prevent hydrate formation via methanol injection[23].
2.2.2 Low dosage hydrate inhibitors
An alternative method to control gas hydrates is through the use of low dosage hydrate
inhibitors (LDHIs), which eectively inhibit hydrate formation and growth at concentra-
tions below 1:0 wt% of water[24]. The rst LDHI discovered was poly(vinylpyrrolidone)
(PVP)(Figure 2.3), the ve ring member of a series of polyvinyllactams, which delayed the
formation and the agglomeration of tetrahydrofuran (THF) hydrates[25]. PVP has been one
of the most studied LDHIs over the last 20 years. LDHIs can either delay the initial nucleation
of hydrate crystals (kinetic inhibitors, or KIs) or maintain a transportable slurry to prevent
crystal aggregation (anti-agglomerants, or AAs). The successful KIs are usually water soluble
polymers and involve small cyclic amide groups such as pyrrolidone or caprolactam as the
active unit. Quaternary ammonium ions have also been used, both as AAs (with long alkyl
chains) and in blends to improve the activity of KIs[24]. Examples of KIs and AAs are shown
in Figure 2.4.
2.2.3 Simulation studies on kinetic inhibitors
LDHIs have an advantage that they work well at low dosages relative to thermodynamic
inhibitors. Thus they are attractive for industrial application and there has been a vast study
on them. To design more eective hydrate inhibitors, it is necessary to understand the mecha-
9Figure 2.3 Structure of poly(vinylpyrrolidone) (PVP)
nisms by which inhibitors work. Molecular simulations are powerful and trusted techniques to
investigate the properties of inhibitors and the nucleation processes during which they interact
with hydrates.
One class of simulations has been performed by inserting inhibitors above a rigid hydrate
surface. With a xed hydrate surface, the hydrates are stable without any growth or dissocia-
tion during the simulation. Inhibitors are placed near the surface to interact with the hydrate.
Therefore, it is possible to probe the adsorption interaction process of inhibitors and assess the
potential of cavity lling by the inhibitors. Carver et al.[26, 27] studied the behavior of the
inhibitor PVP near an sII hydrate surface using Monte Carlo simulations. They found that
the adsorption sites were located around the large partial cavities of hydrates, at positions
determined by the pendant hydrogens of PVP. Anderson et al.[28] used molecular dynamics
simulations to calculate the binding energy of four inhibitor molecules (PEO, PVP, PVCap,
and VIMA) that were placed either near or somewhat away from the sII hydrate surface. They
concluded that inhibitors with increasingly negative binding energy were more eective. Storr
et al.[29] successfully designed a new class of inhibitor, tributylammonium-propylsulfonate
(TBAPS), by characterizing the eect of the inhibitor on the interface between an sII hydrate
and natural gas. All the inhibitors included in the above references were able to be adsorbed
by the hydrate cavities. A common inhibition mechanism is the disruption of the growth of
hydrate crystal after the hydrate surface is bound by an inhibitor[26, 28, 30].
Another class of computational studies attaches the inhibitors to an active surface of hy-
drate, focusing on the dynamic process of hydrate nucleation[21, 31, 32, 33] or growth[34, 35,
36]. Compared with the above simulations with a rigid surface, the nucleation and dissociation
10
Figure 2.4 Examples of kinetic inhibitors (KIs: a, b) and anti-agglom-
erants (AAs: c, d). (a)polyvinylcaprolactam (PVCap), (b)a
polyesteramide made from di-2-propanolamine and hexahy-
drophthalic anhydride, (c)alkyl ether tributylammonium bro-
mide AAs (R has 12-14 carbon atoms), (d)tri- butylammoni-
umpropylsulfonate (TBAPS)
of hydrates are both possible in these simulation approaches. The hydrate molecules, water
and/or methane, in the region of interface between hydrate and liquid phase play a role in the
dynamic processes[31]. The behavior of PVP in water-methane-hydrate mixture was studied
using molecular dynamics simulation, and it was found that the hydrate could be destabilized
without direct contact of the inhibitor[21, 33, 34]. Moon et al.[33] pointed out that PVP
increases the time to form a critical nucleus by increasing the surface energy of the interfa-
cial region between the hydrate crystal and methane gas phase, which is a dierent inhibition
mechanism than surface adsorption, and might be exploited to design more active inhibitors.
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CHAPTER 3. REVIEW OF MOLECULAR DYNAMICS
3.1 Basics of Molecular Dynamics
Molecular dynamics (MD) is a very simple but powerful simulation technique. It involves
solving the classical equations of motion of the system,




where Fi is the force exerted on particle i, mi is the mass, ai is the acceleration, and ri is the
position of particle i. The force can also be expressed as the gradient of the potential energy
U ,
Fi =  riU (3.2)





which relates the derivative of potential energy to the changes in position as a function of time.
By stepwise numerical integration, the trajectories and momenta of a collection of particles
are produced. The structural and dynamic properties can also be determined.
3.2 Potential Energy Function
The potential energy U in Equation 3.3 is used to calculate the forces acting on the particles
and thus obtain the particle accelerations for use in the numerical integration. U(rN ) is a
function of the atomic positions, where rN = (r1; r2; :::rN ) represents the complete set of 3N
atomic coordinates. For a given molecular system, the potential energy is calculated as a sum
12
of the bonded energy and non-bonded energy contributions.
U(rN ) = Ubonded + Unon bonded (3.4)
The bonded energy describes the vibrations of bonds and bond angles, and bond rotations
in a molecule (Figure 3.1).




Kb(l   l0)2 +
X
angles
K(   0)2 +
X
torsions
Vn(1 + cos(n!   )) (3.5)
The rst term in Equation 3.5 represents the harmonic potential between pairs of covalent
Figure 3.1 Schematic diagram of bonded interactions. (a)bond stretching,
(b)bond angle bending, (c) dihedral rotation
bonded atoms, which approximates the energy of a bond as a function of the deviation from the
ideal bond length, l0. The force constant, Kb, determines the strength of the bond. Each pair
of bound atoms has its specic value of l0 and Kb. The second term, also a harmonic potential,
represents the energy associated with alteration of bond angles  from the ideal values 0. Each
type of angle constituted by dierent atoms has its own values of 0 and K. The third term
represents the torsion angle potential function, which models the presence of steric barriers of
a dihedral angle. This potential is assumed to be periodic and is often expressed in terms of a
Fourier series. The parameters for these terms,Kb,K, Vn, in Equation 3.5 are usually obtained
from experimental studies of small model compounds and quantum mechanical calculations.
The non-bonded interactions in Equation 3.6 represent pairwise interactions between non-
bonded atoms or atoms separated by three or more covalent bonds. The non-bonded energy
accounts for the van der Waals and electrostatic interactions. The van der Waals interaction is
most often modeled using the Lennard-Jones 6-12 potential, which approximates the interaction
13
energy. A and B are atom-type-dependent constants, controlling the depth and interatomic
distance of the potential energy well of a given pair of non-bonded atoms i and j. rij is the
distance between atoms i and j. The electrostatic interaction is modeled using a Coulomb
potential, in which qi and qj are the atomic charges of the two atoms, and "0 is the dielectric
constant.



















A simulation package force-eld will specify the precise form of Equation 3.5 and Equa-
tion 3.6 as well as the various strength parameters and other constants. AMBER[37, 38] is one
of the force elds developed for large molecules, such as proteins and polymers in condensed
phases, and is the force eld used in this thesis.
3.3 Numerical Integration
The potential energy and force are functions of the 3N atomic positions of all the atoms
in the system. Thus the solution of thousands of coupled dierential equations must be solved
numerically. Numerous numerical algorithms have been developed for integrating the equations
of motion. A very simple scheme used is called the Verlet integration, with versions including
the original method[39, 40] and a `leapfrog' form[41]. Here we show the `velocity Verlet'
algorithm[42], which is written as









Fi(t) + Fi(t+ t)

t (3.8)
The velocity Verlet algorithm gives positions and velocities at the same time. The position of
particle i at time t+ t is calculated using positions and velocities only at current time t. The
force at t + t can then be calculated by the position at t + t, thus the velocity at t + t is
evaluated. The calculation starts with a known set of initial positions and velocities. The step
size t must be chosen small enough so that the energy is conserved by accurately integrating
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the equations of motion. For atomic systems, the time step is usually in the range of 10 15 to
10 14 seconds[3].
3.4 Periodic Systems
Computers can only store and handle trajectory data for a limited number of atoms in
a given simulation. To deal with this constraint and to mimic an innite system, periodic
boundary conditions are employed. The basic idea is that an innite system is approximated
by a periodic array of replicas of a nite system. Figure 3.2[3] shows a two-dimensional system.
All atoms are contained in a central cell and each cell is surrounded by eight neighbors. If an
atom leaves one side of the cell, it re-enters from the opposite side with unchanged velocity.
Additionally, as an atom in the central simulation cell moves, its replicas in all other cells move
in the same way. There are no walls between cells and no surface atoms so the surface eects
are eliminated.




To obtain the forces, the potential function of Equation 3.4 must be evaluated, which is
the most time consuming step in an MD simulation. A common scheme to save computation
time is to consider a sphere with radius of rc around each particle. As shown in Figure 3.3, the
interactions between the center atom and those atoms contained in the sphere are included,
while the interactions with other atoms outside the sphere are neglected. The radius rc is
called the cuto distance. A cuto of 2:5 ( is the Lennard-Jones parameter, the distance
at which inter-particle potential is zero) is generally recommended in simulations where the
Lennard-Jones potential is the only non-bonded interaction[43]. When long-range electrostatic
interactions are involved, the cuto should be much greater to reduce errors[43]. In a real
simulation, an imaginary box with length 2rc is set around the center atom[3], shown in
Figure 3.3. All the interactions between the atoms contained in the box within rc and the
center atom are summed. This is an ecient way to avoid calculating too many distances
while searching for neighboring atoms located in the sphere.
r
c
Figure 3.3 System of interacting atoms showing a potential cuto. The
dashed box shows an optimal region for testing whether an atom
is within the cuto.[3]
An additional method to save computation time is to apply message-passing techniques
running on a cluster of parallel computers. MD packages such as AMBER and LAMMPS are
programmed this way. The simulation runs in this thesis using the AMBER package were split
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across 32 CPU cores.
3.6 Applying MD to Inhibition of Hydrate Formation
When studying hydrate inhibitors, one of the key issues is to investigate how they interact
with hydrate molecules during the process of hydrate growth. It is essential to track the
thermodynamic properties as well as structural changes, all of which are provided by MD
simulations.
MD has been used to study the process of nucleation systems[21, 44, 45, 46], owing to
its advantage of also yielding the dynamic properties of the particles. MD provides a full
description of the position and velocity of every atom or particle at every time point during
the simulation. Thus the system properties such as the kinetic and potential energy as a
function of time can be calculated. From the positions of particles, quantities such as the
radial distribution function can be calculated by averaging over all particles and a number
of congurations. The radial distribution function, g(r), describes the structure of a system
by giving the probability of nding an atom or particle a distance r from another atom[43].
Probing the radial distribution function at dierent times, structural changes of the system
can be examined. The density proles of the system can also be plotted as a function of time.
The variation of the properties of molecules, such as the radius of gyration of polymers, can
also be calculated from the atomic congurations.
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CHAPTER 4. MOLECULAR DYNAMICS SIMULATIONS ON THE
INHIBITION OF METHANE HYDRATE GROWTH BY POLY(ESTER
AMIDE)S
A paper to be submitted to the The Journal of Physical Chemistry
Zhiju Zheng, Monica H. Lamm, Richard LeSar
Abstract
We study the eect of a specic hyperbranched poly(ester amide)s on the growth of the
methane hydrate with atomistic molecular dynamics simulation. The growth of methane hy-
drates was modeled as a solid/liquid system containing a slab of hydrate crystallite and a
liquid methane/water mixture. We modeled the eects of two versions of this molecular sys-
tem, either the core structure (H400) or a full sized version molecule (H1500), to examine
whether the molecular weight of inhibitors aect the growth of the hydrate. Radial distribu-
tion functions for carbon atoms of methane molecules are employed to examine the growth of
crystal structures of the systems in the presence or absence of an inhibitor. In addition, the
detailed processes of hydrate growth initiated by the crystallite in all systems are explored by
examining the z-density proles of the carbon and oxygen atoms of the methane and water
molecules. The minimum change of entropy is estimated for both of the inhibited systems.
These results show that the hydrate crystallite keeps growing in the presence of H400, while
it dissociates when H1500 is present in the system. Thus the molecular size of the inhibitor
plays a role controlling the hydrate formation.
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4.1 Introduction
Deep ocean oil and gas production and transport has increased signicantly in recent years,
moving to deeper water depths that can extend beyond 1800 m[2]. The deep water environment
exposes the production lines to extremely low temperature and high pressure conditions, which
are favorable for gas hydrate formation within the pipelines. Gas hydrates are ice-like structures
consisting of polyhedral water cages and small guest molecules such as methane and carbon
dioxide. These hydrate plugs can either disrupt owlines or cause explosion by blocking the gas
ow[14], leading to the need of treatments to control and manage the hydrate formation. One
approach is to use thermodynamic inhibitors such as methanol or monoethylene glycol, which
shift the hydrate formation conditions to lower temperature or higher pressure[47]. However,
amounts of up to 50 % volume are required, which leads to high operating costs. Another
common approach is to kinetically inhibit hydrate formation with the use of `low dosage hydrate
inhibitors (LDHIs)', polymeric additives that eectively delay the nucleation of hydrate with
concentrations of LDHIs as low as 1:0 wt%[24]. The low concentration for LDHIs results in
lower operating costs and lower environmental impact in gas-eld applications. A wide variety
of water-soluble polymers have proved to be eective LDHIs[24], and a number of modeling
studies have focused on understanding the mechanism by which they work.
Most of the previous modeling work has used Monte Carlo, molecular dynamics, and den-
sity functional theory simulation to examine how the monomer of the polymeric inhibitors
contributes to the inhibition mechanism. Using these approaches, the mechanism of inhibitor
monomer adsorption on a hydrate surface was studied extensively[26, 28, 30]. Kvamme et al.[34]
studied the monomers of PVP (poly(N-vinylpyrrolidine), PVCap (poly(N-vinylprolactam), etc.
to show that the inhibitor could trigger the dissociation of hydrate without directly contacting
the hydrate surface. Gualdron and Balbuena studied the molecular structure of the monomers
L-proline (LP), vinylpyrrolidone (VP), dimethyl aminoethyl metacrylate (DMAEMA), etc.,
and found that the hydrophobic and hydrophilic moieties play a crucial rule at the initial
stages of hydrate formation[35].
A few studies have considered oligomers or the complete structure of the polymer inhibitor
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when studying their inhibition on gas hydrates. Rodger et al.[33] examined the octamer of
PVP in their molecular dynamics simulation of methane hydrate growth and found that the
oligomers could increase the induction time for the formation of the critical nucleus. Freer and
Sloan[48] investigated the mechanism of surface adsorption by short polymers and observed
that inhibitor performance correlates to the size of its lactam ring. Using small-angle neutron
scattering, King et al.[49] studied the conformation of PVP, PVCap, etc. Their results add
support for the surface adsorption mechanism.
None of the studies to date have examined the molecular weight eect of the polymeric
inhibitors. In this study we do so by comparing eect of both a monomer and a full-sized
molecule. The polymer Hybrane is the subject of this study. Hybranes are a class of hy-
perbranched poly(ester amide)s, that are biodegradable, nontoxic, and easy to separate from
gas[50]. Hybranes have been shown experimentally to be eective hydrate inhibitors[51, 52].
In this paper, we consider Hybrane H1500 (1,3- isobenzofurandione, hexahydro-, polymer with
1,1'-imino-bis[2-propanol]), one of the eective inhibitors used in the patent by Klomp[51].
This molecule is shown in Figure 4.1. Both the core structure (Mw  400 g/mol) and the full
size molecule of H1500 (Mw  1500 g/mol) have been added to the hydrate systems in our
study. The two molecules shall be termed H400 and H1500 in the remainder of this paper. We
perform molecular dynamics simulations on the growth of methane hydrate in the presence and
absence of either molecule. Our goal is to provide insights on the eect of size and molecular
weight of the inhibitors on the hydrate formation.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 4.2 details the molecular dynamics simulation
method and the model for the systems. In Section 4.3, results describing the growth of the
hydrates are presented, along with the thermodynamic properties. Concluding remarks are
given in Section 4.4.
4.2 Simulation Details
The Hybrane inhibitor and methane molecules were modeled using the AMBER force eld
[37, 38] with the atomic partial charges obtained from ab initio calculations using the RESP
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Figure 4.1 The chemical scheme of the inhibitor H1500 (top) and H400
(bottom)
charge models[53, 54]. The AMBER parameters have been found to give an accurate repro-
duction of properties of methane hydrate[55]. Water molecules were modeled using TIP4P
potential[28]. The particle mesh Ewald method[56, 57] was used to evaluate the long-range
electrostatics, and other forces were truncated at 12 A. Bond interactions involving H-atoms
were constrained using the SHAKE algorithm[58, 59]. The Anderson temperature coupling
scheme[60, 61] and weak-coupling algorithm[62] were used to control the temperature and
pressure respectively. The velocity Verlet integration scheme was used to integrate the equa-
tions of motion[42]. Periodic boundary conditions were applied, and a time step of 2 fs was
used throughout.
The model inhibitors H400 and H1500 are shown in Figure 4.1. As hyperbranched poly(ester
amide)s are usually polymerized by monomers more than one type, we do not study the individ-
ual monomers but the core molecule H400, which is produced by the monomer hexahydroph-
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thalic anhydride and diisopropanolamine[63]. H400 has the elementary structure required to
act as an inhibitor. It includes the double bonded oxygen adjacent to a tertiary amine, the
key chemistry in common with other inhibitor molecules, such as PVP and PVCAP [28], and
the functional hydroxyl and methyl groups as terminals. The full size molecule H1500, on the
other hand, has more conformations of shapes and sizes with its branches, which is expected
to lead to much dierent interactions with the hydrate molecules.
The simulation of methane hydrate formation and growth is challenging because of the
low solubility of methane molecules in water. The amount of methane that can be dissolved
in water is about 0:02 mol% at 20C and 1000 atmospheres[22]. Thus the methane/water
mixtures tend to phase separate rather than form hydrate crystals. Several dierent models of
hydrate nucleation have been proposed[21, 22, 29, 64]. One of the most interesting approaches
is that reported by Vatamanu et al.[22]. In their study, a two-phase system of hydrate crystal
and methane/water solution was employed to study heterogeneous crystal growth of type sI
hydrate. The two phases were obtained by placing two localized thermostats away from the
interface. The hydrate crystal was formed around a heat sink and the solution was created at
a heat source by melting the partially occupied hydrate crystals. The water molecules then
tended to encage the methane molecules at the growing interface. In this work, we built a
similar model but did not use the same temperature control. We prepared the hydrate crystal
and the mixture solution separately at two dierent temperatures, and then combined them
and equilibrated at the desired temperature. The growth of the hydrate crystal in the presence
and absence of the Hybrane inhibitors was explored.
Figure 4.2 shows the design of the simulation cell. A slab of methane hydrate in the middle
of the simulation cell was surrounded by the methane/water mixture. The mixture was ready
to grow crystal structure starting from the solid-liquid interface at 250 K and 500 bar. For the
inhibited system, the inhibitor was added to one liquid side of the interface. The simulations
were performed for both the uninhibited and inhibited systems respectively. The preparation
of the hydrate slab and the methane solution as well as the insertion of the inhibitors were
performed as described next.
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Figure 4.2 The initial conguration of the system inhibited by H400. A
slab of hydrate in the middle of the cell is surrounded by the
methane solution. The cell replicates in three dimensions. Color
key: C, cyon; O, red; N, blue; H-bond (O-H), red-dot line.
Hydrogen atoms are not shown for clarity.
The slab of sI methane hydrate was constructed as the initial crystallite. The initial
placement of the oxygen atoms in the water molecules and methane carbon atoms in the sI
unit cell was generated using the experimental data obtained from McMullen and Jerey's
single crystal structural analysis[11]. The other three points in the TIP4P model, i.e., two
hydrogen atoms and the dummy atom at the bisector of the HOH angle, were randomly added
to each water molecule, and their initial positions were then determined by a 10-ps NPT
(constant number of particles, pressure, and temperature) simulation with xed carbon and
oxygen positions at 250 K. A further 20 ps NPT simulation with free movement of all atoms
was used to equilibrate the system before a nal 2 ns NPT simulation was performed at 250
K and 500 bar.
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The methane/water mixture was built by melting a partially occupied sI hydrate. To
prevent bubble formation during the melting of the hydrate, some of the methane molecules in
the sI hydrate were removed from the initial lattice [22] and replaced by water molecules. We
removed ve of the eight methane molecules in the sI unit cell, and found that this concentration
of methane in water avoided bubble formation and maintained enough methane molecules to
quickly reform hydrate structures. A short pulse heating at 450 K was applied for 5 ps to
quickly melt the solid. The system was then equilibrated for 1  2 ns at 285 K and 500 bar.
The mixture and the hydrate slab were then combined with the interface perpendicular to
the z direction. A 10-ps MD simulation was performed, keeping the position of the hydrate
crystal molecules xed; this was followed by a further 10 ps in which all molecules were mobile.
The nal conguration was used as the starting point for the hydrate growth of the uninhibited
system.
The inhibited system was constructed from the initial conguration of the uninhibited
system by inserting either H400 or H1500 on the liquid phase of the interface. Those methane
or water molecules which overlapped with the inhibitor molecule were removed. The insertion
process always avoided any disruption of the existing hydrate crystallite. The hydrate and the
inhibitor molecule were immobilized and a 20-ps simulation was used to allow the liquid phase
to relax. The simulations of the inhibited and uninhibited systems were performed at the same
condition of 250 K and 500 bar.
Table 4.1 The number of molecules and the cell sizes for the systems
System Number of H2O Number of CH4 Cell Sizes (A
3 )
Uninhibited-small 3168 234 34.19  33.82 86.56
Inhibited by H400 3150 231 33.84 34.24  87.05
Uninhibited-large 8800 650 57.94 58.32  85.94
Inhibited by H1500 8716 643 57.60 58.59  85.66
Depending on the size of the inhibitor, the system size was varied so that the weight
concentration of the inhibitor in each system was about the same. The small system containing
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H400, shown in Figure 4.2, was comprised of a slab of hydrate of 3 3 1 sI unit cells and a
melted mixture slab of 3 3 6 partially occupied sI unit cells. The number of unit cells for
the large system inhibited by H1500 was 5  5  1 for the hydrate slab and 5 5  6 for the
melted mixture. The number of molecules as well as the initial cell sizes are shown in Table
4.1.
4.3 Results and Discussion
Molecular dynamics simulations were conducted at 250 K and 500 bar to monitor the
growth of methane hydrate with or without the hyperbranched poly(ester amide)s species
present. The total simulation time was 29 ns for the H400 systems and 5.3 ns for the H1500
systems. We begin by comparing the time evolution of radial distribution functions (RDFs)
and density proles for methane hydrate systems with or without the poly(ester amide)s.
4.3.1 Radial distribution functions
To show the process of growth of the clathrate clusters, radial distribution functions for the
carbon distances between all methane molecules in the systems were calculated. The distance
between methane molecules solvated in water solution is 4.0 A, and between those separated
by a water ring of the hydrate cages is 6.5 A[21]. From the peaks on the RDF plot, the overall
structure of the system can thus be characterized.
For the small uninhibited system, shown in Figure 4.3, peaks at 4.0 A were decreasing
as time progressed, indicating that the number of dissolved methane molecules is decreasing.
Over time, the second peak at 6.5 A was increasing, indicating the growing number of methane
molecules separated by water cages. The third peak at 10.5 A was also growing, showing long-
range ordering of the encaged methane molecules. Thus, the hydrate phase was growing with
time. These trends were replicated in the presence of H400, with similar variation in either the
position or the height of the three peaks during the 29 ns of the simulation. Although the peak
at 4.0 A in the inhibited system decreased more slowly than the uninhibited one, indicating,






































Figure 4.3 Radial distribution functions for the carbon of methane
molecules in the uninhibited system (top) and inhibited one
with H400(bottom). Peak at 4.0 A due to close contacts
between methane molecules; 6.5 A corresponds to the two
methane molecules separated by the water cage.
of H400 maintained a distance of 12.4 A along the direction normal to the hydrate surface
during the 29 ns simulation. Thus, it seems that H400 did not have any special interaction
with the hydrate surface, i.e., no binding to the surface of the hydrate as observed for some
other inhibitors, such as PVP[28]. The lack of binding to the hydrate surface is consistent with
the experimental work of Villano and Kelland who found that the Hybrane molecules could
act as THF hydrate inhibitors only at a relatively high concentration[52]. In summary, the
core inhibitor H400 did not show any inhibition eect on the system.
In contrast, the system with H1500 had no signicant variation of the three peaks during
































Figure 4.4 Radial distribution functions for carbons of methane molecules
in the uninhibited system (top) and the inhibited system with
H1500 (bottom).
almost identical without showing any crystal structure growth, while for the uninhibited system
the peak at 6.5 A increased, indicating a growing hydrate phase. This evidence indicates that
H1500 does markedly control the growth of the hydrate.
We do not know the reason why the two sizes of inhibitor H400 and H1500 aected the hy-
drate growth dierently. It could be related to the ester oxygen (Os), which does not present in
H400, but presents in H1500, connecting the branching chains in the hyperbranched oligomer.
Indeed, the ester oxygen was found in other simulations to hydrogen bond with hydroxyl
groups in bulk Hybrane[65]. It could also form hydrogen bonds with the water molecules in
the hydrate system, rearranging the water molecules and surrounding methane molecules, and
controlling the movement of those molecules to form hydrates. Here we calculated the RDF on
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Figure 4.5 Radial distribution functions for the oxygen atoms in water
molecules (Ow) and ester oxygen (Os) of the inhibitor
the ester oxygen and oxygen atoms in water molecules (Ow), shown in Figure 4.5, to examine
the interaction between these two types of oxygen atoms. The RDF on pairs of oxygen atoms
(Ow) in liquid water was also plotted as a comparison. The plot of the Os-Ow did not show any
close contact peak at 2.7 A, the distance between two H-bonded oxygens, as that for Ow-Ow.
This indicated that the ester oxygen in H1500 did not seem to play a distinct role in the control
of hydrate growth.
4.3.2 Density proles
To further investigate the growth of the hydrate, z-density proles of oxygen and carbon
atoms of the water and methane molecules were calculated. Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7 showed
the z-density prole as well as the corresponding snapshots which gave a more graphical depic-
tion of the hydrates growth of the systems as time progressed. The density prole is generated




i(z)dz = Ni (4.1)
where i(z) is the number density of atom i at the distance z, Ni is the total number of atom
i in the simulation cell, and lx, ly, lz are the sizes of the cell, with lz = 0 set at the bottom of
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the cell.
The progress of hydrate growth was monitored with the z-density proles. Figure 4.6 shows
the progress of the growth of hydrate in the presence or absence of H400. The periodic peaks
that indicate the hydrate-like structures were spreading from the middle of the cell. Thus,
the growth of the hydrate was starting from the existing hydrate crystallite in the middle
slab. At 5.3 ns, the number of the periodic peaks in the inhibited system did not increase as
much as the uninhibited system, indicating an initial slowing of the hydrate growth. By 29 ns,
the volumes of solid-like structures of oxygen and carbon atoms increased markedly for both
the uninhibited and inhibited systems. The trend was conrmed by the RDFs (Figure 4.3)
given above. The snapshots also clearly show the increasing arrays of hydrate cages at both
interfaces.
For the large systems shown in Figure 4.7, the uninhibited system had increasing number
of periodic peaks of both carbon and oxygen during the 5.3 ns simulation; while for the system
in the presence of H1500, the periodicity disrupted on both sides of the interface. It was
also shown from the snapshots of the inhibited system that the array of the clathrate cages
which was initially placed as a crystallite in the middle of the cell was not present at 5.3 ns.
Thus, the crystal slab had already been disrupted by 5.3 ns. Kvamme et al.[34] also reported
the dissolution of hydrate-water interface triggered by the monomer of inhibitor PVP without
direct contact with the hydrate.
The original crystallite in the middle of the cell was not completely melted in the large
system with H1500 at current simulation time of 5.3 ns. The destabilization or the melting of
the crystallite slab started by the dissociation of hydrate molecules from cages that were near
the inhibitor. Those cages at the edge of the simulation cell were a little further away from
the inhibitor, so they seem to have been unaected by its presence and might encage methane
molecules at the interface. The remaining crystal structure was shown by the peaks in the
RDF plot in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.6 Density proles for water and methane molecules, correspond-
ing with the snapshots of the systems with and without H400,
at dierent time: initial (a, b), 5.3 ns (c, d), 29 ns (e, f). The
color keys of the snapshots are the same as Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.7 Density proles for water and methane molecules, correspond-
ing with the snapshots of the systems with and without H1500,
at dierent time: initial (a, b), 5.3 ns (c, d). The color keys of
the snapshots are the same as Figure 4.2
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4.3.3 Thermodynamic estimates
This section provides an estimation of the thermodynamic properties of the two inhibited
systems. Both inhibited systems initially contained a slab of hydrate crystallite, but they
proceeded in opposite directions. The system with H400 showed growth, with most of the
methane molecules encaged at 29 ns. A few methane molecules were still free and remained
dissolved in the water solution. The system with H1500, in contrast, shows dissociation of
the hydrate; the initial crystals were partially melted at 5.3 ns, but the crystal structure
was not completely disrupted. To reach the equilibrium states of pure ordered or non-ordered
structures, much a long simulation time is required, that were not pursued owing to the expense
of the computation. Here, we took the current simulation states at 29 ns or 5.3 ns for the small
and large systems, respectively, as the \equilibrium state" of each system, and used those to
roughly place bounds on the energy and entropy by the equation
G = H   TS = U + PV   TS (4.2)
As the volume change V of the systems during the simulations is small, we ignored the PV
term. Since G should be a negative value for a spontaneous process, and G = 0 at the
equilibrium state, the minimum value of S is calculated by
Smin = U=T (4.3)
Smin can be estimated if U is known. The following discussion describes how we estimated
U , the dierence in potential energy of each inhibited system between the initial state and
the equilibrium state.
Figure 4.8 shows the variation of the potential energy with time for the two inhibited
systems with H400 and H1500. Initially, the potential of the system in presence of H400
decreased steadily; in contrast, the potential in the system with H1500 dropped sharply around
100 ps. Thus, the initial potential for the two systems was averaged over the period of the
beginning 100 ps to give an approximate initial value.
Being too computationally expensive to run the simulations to reach the equilibrium state,
we used the nal time, i.e., 29 ns for the system with H400 and 5.3 ns for the one with H1500,
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Figure 4.8 The potential energy of the systems with H400 (top) and H1500
(bottom).
to provide a rough estimate of the change in U . The potential of the equilibrium state for
each of the two systems was averaged over the nal period of 400 ps (28.6 - 29 ns and 4.9 - 5.3
ns respectively). The change of potential U is shown in Table 4.2. The statistical error for
the energy calculations was calculated using the method described by Frenkel and Smit[66].
Applying Equation 4.3, the minimum value of Smin for the system was calculated and listed
in Table 4.2.
Both the entropy changes Smin are negative, as shown in Table 4.2. This decrease in
entropy indicates that both systems have increased their structural order over time. The
larger magnitude of Smin for the system with H400 is expected because of the large number
of ordered cages formed in the H400 system during the growth process. The smaller magnitude
of Smin in the H1500 system suggests that there was not a strong thermodynamic driving
force to form a crystal structure. While these estimates are crude, they clearly indicate a
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major dierence between the H400 and H1500 systems, and are consistent with the structure
analysis in Figures 4.4 and 4.6.
We have not been able to identify why the systems behave so dierently. The increase
of ordered structure in H1500 system could arise from the arrangement of methane and wa-
ter molecules surrounding the inhibitor, which has hydroxyl and carbonyl functional groups
that could form hydrogen bonds with water molecules, and end methyl groups and backbone
hydrophobic groups that could interact with methane molecules. The hyperbranched con-
formation of H1500 may also restrict the movement of the surrounding hydrate molecules,
contributing to the decrease of entropy.
Table 4.2 Thermodynamic properties for the inhibited systems
System U (kcal/mole) Smin(kcal=(mol K))a
Inhibited by H400  1400 40  5:6 0:2
Inhibited by H1500  170 50  0:68 0:16
a: Smin is calculated by equation4.3
4.4 Conclusions
In this study, we used molecular dynamics simulation to study the growth of methane
hydrate under hydrate forming condition and in the presence of certain Hybrane inhibitors.
The growth of the hydrate systems in the absence of the inhibitor was successfully modeled,
as shown by RDFs and z-density proles. The increased number of the methane molecules
encaged in the clathrate clusters was shown clearly by the ordered arrays of cages in the
snapshots as well as the periodicity of water and methane molecules in the z-density proles.
Adding the small core H400 molecule seems to slow growth slightly, but did not in the end
prevent growth of hydrate. The full size molecule H1500, on the other hand, destabilizes the
hydrate crystals, thus prevents the further growth of the hydrate. The results thus indicate
that the ecacy of the inhibitor is dependent on the size of the inhibitor. To our knowledge,
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this is the rst study of hydrate inhibitors to explore the inhibition eect of inhibitors of both
small size (monomer) and large size (oligomer).
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CHAPTER 5. FUTURE WORK
In this thesis, we have investigated how the molecular weight of a given inhibitor chemistry
aects the growth of methane hydrates. We have studied the inhibition eect of the inhibitor
with molecular weights of 400 and 1500. One improvement of the current work will be to
study more molecular weights of Hybrane inhibitors to provide a more systematic analysis.
As the molecular weight of the inhibitor increases, the size of the simulation system with
methane hydrate mixture must be enlarged accordingly, which is computationally prohibitive.
Therefore, it is necessary to develop a coarse-grained molecular model which would adequately
speed up the computation time and make it practical to study large systems. The challenge
of this work will be to generate a coarse-grained force eld which is able to precisely describe
the structure and properties of both hydrates and the inhibitor and provide good agreement
to the predictions from the atomistic model. A viable method is to use the force matching
algorithm[67, 68] to generate parameters for the coarse-grained force eld.
The current simulation in this thesis modeled the inhibitor of one type of Hybrane. The
eective inhibitors studied by Klomp [51] include chemical structures with dierent backbones
and terminal functional groups. It is also interesting to investigate the interactions between
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